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4XENON1T world-best results
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FIG. 7. Fits to the data under various hypotheses. The null and alternative hypotheses in each scenario are denoted by gray
(solid) and red (solid) lines, respectively. For the tritium (a), solar axion (b), and neutrino magnetic moment (c) searches,
the null hypothesis is the background model B0 and the alternative hypothesis is B0 plus the respective signal. Contributions
from selected components in each alternative hypothesis are illustrated by dashed lines. Panel (d) shows the best fits for an
additional statistical test on the solar axion hypothesis, where an unconstrained tritium component is included in both null
and alternative hypotheses. This tritium component contributes significantly to the null hypothesis, but its best-fit rate is
negligible in the alternative hypothesis, which is illustrated by the orange dashed line in the same panel.

cluded in both null and alternative hypotheses. In this
test the significance of the neutrino magnetic moment
signal is reduced to 0.9�.

This is the most sensitive search to date for an en-
hanced neutrino magnetic moment with a dark matter
detector, and suggests that this beyond-the-SM signal
be included in the physics reach of other dark matter
experiments.

D. Bosonic Dark Matter Results

For bosonic dark matter, we iterate over masses be-
tween 1 and 210 keV/c2 to search for peak-like excesses.
The trial factors to convert between local and global sig-
nificance were extracted using toy Monte Carlo methods.
While the excess does lead to looser constraints than ex-
pected at low energies, we find no global significance over
3� for this search under the background model B0. We
thus set an upper limit on the couplings gae and  as a
function of particle mass.

These upper limits (90% C.L.) are shown in Fig. 10,
along with the sensitivity band in green (1�) and yel-
low (2�). The losses of sensitivity at 41.5 keV and
164 keV are due to the 83mKr and 131mXe backgrounds,
respectively, and the gains in sensitivity at around 5
and 35 keV are due to increases in the photoelectric
cross-section in xenon. The fluctuations in our limit
are due to the photoelectric cross-section, the logarith-
mic scaling, and the fact that the energy spectra dif-
fer significantly across the range of masses. For most
masses considered, XENON1T sets the most stringent
direct-detection limits to date on pseudoscalar and vec-
tor bosonic dark matter couplings.

E. Additional Checks

Here we describe a number of additional checks to in-
vestigate the low-energy excess in the context of the tri-
tium, solar axion, and neutrino magnetic moment hy-
potheses.

Phys. Rev. D 102, 072004 (2020)

XENON1T: Phys.Rev.Lett. 121 (2018) 11, 111302


XENONnT: JCAP 11 (2020) 031


DARWIN: JCAP 11 (2016) 017



5current phase: XENONnT installed in 2020

XENON1T XENONnT
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7next phase:  DARWIN 

(just an option, so far)
DARWIN LXe TPC R&D on Photosensors
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9R&D on Photosensors: ABALONE
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13R&D on Photosensors: ABALONE

Sottomesso PRIN 2020 su questo R&D 

Grant presso Stockholm University 

INFN funds:  
not yet submitted/discussed for DARWIN



14R&D on Xe purification

Magnetic Piston Pump:  
efficiency Xe purification,  

low Rn emanation



15R&D on neutron veto

• Gd-loaded Water: 0.2% of Gd in mass  
-> 3.4 t of Gd-sulphate-octahydrate; 
(technology from EGADS-SK colleagues)


• Cerenkov light is seen by additional 120  
PMTs placed in water around the cryostat;


• high-reflectivity foil to confine an inner nVeto  
region with high light collection efficiency.

Neutron tagging efficiency:

85% with 0.2% Gd,

65% with pure water


(requiring a threshold of 10 PMTs in coincidence)

XENONnT nVeto



16R&D on neutron Veto
120 8” PMTs to detect Cerenkov light from n-capture, inside a high reflectivity volume around the cryostat.  

Under commissioning since the tank has been filled with demi-water in December 2020.

PMT gain

PMT Dark rate
Coincidence rate vs time  

(showing Rn in water decay)
Calibration with Th source

Example  
Waveform

PreliminarySingle  
Photoelectron 

Spectrum



17R&D on neutron veto

Gd-loading: 
- higher energy: 2.2 -> 8 MeV gammas 
- shorter capture time: 200 us -> 20 us 
- higher n-capture and detection efficiency 
- lower rate of fake coincidences 

Gd-Water purification plant: 
Goal: maintain a large water transparency  
without removing the precious GdSalt. 

Easier from the environmental point of view  
(at least with respect to organic liquid scintillators). 

Primary responsibility of INFN groups. 

R&D for future projects (e.g. DARWIN): 

Develop tools to further concentrate GdSalt 

Improve photosensors: QE, radioactivity, timing. 

Fast (1ns sampling ?) Readout Electronics  


